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State investments in public education are meant to secure its economic future and provide every child with
the opportunity to gain the knowledge and skills that today’s workforce demands. The bar has never been set
higher for North Carolina’s students. Today, a postsecondary credential or degree is essential for future success.
But, far too few students actually graduate with the skills and knowledge necessary to reach that goal. 

State leaders can protect a return on their investment in the public education system by fostering fresh ideas
and supporting proven strategies. The K-12 system must effectively equip students to be productive in their
paths after high school graduation. Preparation for this end goal begins in early childhood programs where the
foundations of learning are built. In middle and high school, students must continue to develop core literacy
and math skills while learning to apply their knowledge to real-world scenarios. Teachers and principals play a
vital role in each student’s path from foundational to more complicated skills, and educators need high-quality
training and support to help them deliver the most effective instruction possible. 

Many of these issues were discussed at the 9th Annual North Carolina Legislators Retreat, EDUCATE North
Carolina, Early Learning to Postsecondary Completion, hosted by the James B. Hunt, Jr. Institute for Educational
Leadership and Policy. Since 2003, the Hunt Institute has brought together state legislators and national experts
to discuss the most urgent issues facing public education in North Carolina. 

At this year’s Retreat, more than 60 legislators gathered over the course of two days to address critical points
of leverage within the education system, including the importance of building literacy skills from early
childhood through high school graduation; strategies to identify effective teachers and school leaders; the
potential benefits of alternative teacher compensation plans; essential elements to turn around low-performing
schools; and efforts to improve students’ transitions to postsecondary education.

This report highlights four key messages that arose from event discussions. For a more in-depth look at any of
these issues, please see the briefing that was prepared for the Retreat, available online at www.hunt-institute.org.
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TAKE-AWAY #1: 
A comprehensive evaluation system is needed to identify, support, and reward effective teachers.

Research indicates that teachers are the most
important school-based factor for student growth and
achievement.1 It is also clear that the quality of teachers
can vary both across school districts and within
schools themselves. Low-income students are
disproportionately more likely to have less effective
teachers, placing these students at a significant
disadvantage. A single year with an ineffective teacher
can cost a student up to one and a half years’ worth of
achievement.2 On the other hand, five consecutive
years with an effective teacher could nearly close the
achievement gap.3

Sandi Jacobs, vice president at the National Council on
Teaching Quality, explained that the last two years have
marked the beginning of a sea change in how states
evaluate teachers. The Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 2001, known as No Child Left Behind
(NCLB), required states to ensure that there were
“highly qualified teachers” in every classroom. Quality
was defined by credentials and subject-matter
competency. Today, many states are focusing instead
on teacher effectiveness in terms of ‘outputs’– namely,
the academic progress of a teacher’s students. Jacobs
noted that half of the states now require evidence of
student learning in teacher evaluations; 13 states
require that student-learning evidence be given the
greatest weight in the evaluation of teachers.4

North Carolina is currently adapting its teacher and
principal evaluation instruments to include the impact
these individuals have on student learning. In order 
to accurately measure student growth, in 2012-2013,
the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction

(NC DPI) will implement a value-added growth model
developed by the SAS Institute. Value-added growth
models compare the growth in a student’s
standardized test scores to an expected growth
trajectory. Because statistical growth models are more
reliable with multiple years of data, teachers will not
receive an effectiveness rating to be included in the
evaluation until three years of student achievement
data are available.5

As important as it is to use an accurate measure of
student performance in the evaluation of teachers,
evaluations become more reliable and valid when
multiple measures are included. Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Schools is one of the districts participating in the
Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) study, supported
by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. This study is
analyzing various measures that could be used to
evaluate teachers, including student achievement,
classroom observations, and student surveys. 
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The MET study has found that student perceptions of their classroom environment are fairly consistent with their
academic performance. Certain survey questions asked of students have been found to be correlated to high
student achievement. For instance, students are asked if they agree with the following statements:
n My teacher in this class makes me feel that he/she really cares about me.
n Our class stays busy and doesn’t waste time.
n My teacher explains difficult things clearly.
n My teacher asks questions to be sure we are following along when he/she is teaching.
n If you don’t understand something, my teacher explains it another way.6

Twenty-nine school districts have expressed interest in participating in NC DPI’s pilot of student surveys in the
2011-2012 year. 

WHAT DO STUDENTS THINK?

Teachers need timely feedback on instruction, plus
ongoing professional development and support, in
order to improve their practice. In California, the Long
Beach Unified School District (LBUSD) uses a data-
driven approach to analyze teacher practices, student
achievement scores, and teacher professional
development to target training where it is needed
most. LBUSD Superintendent Christopher Steinhauser
also credited his district’s partnership with higher
education to strengthen the quality of teachers. He
added that higher education and district leaders meet
on a monthly basis to discuss how teacher education
programs can respond to district needs.  

TEACHER COMPENSATION REFORM

The traditional teacher pay system rewards teachers for
every year in the classroom and typically offers pay
increases as teachers earn advanced degrees and
certifications. Proponents of alternative compensation
plans suggest that other models may be more effective
in recruiting and retaining good teacher candidates and
can reward educators for the strides they make in
improving student performance.  



As Sandy Kress, partner at Akin Gump Strauss Hauer &
Feld explained, compensation reform is only successful
when it is part of a comprehensive effort to improve
instruction. Bill Slotnik, founder and executive director
of the Community Training and Assistance Center, built
on Kress’s remarks in light of lessons learned from the
Denver Public Schools’ ProComp initiative. Slotnik
noted, “Tinkering around the edges of the system
will make no difference,” and he shared six key
cornerstones to effective teacher compensation
reform:

1. Systemic approach. The goal should be to have
greater numbers of teachers be effective for more
students. 

2. Involve teachers. Performance-based compensation
must be done with teachers, not to them. 

3. Be organizationally sustainable. The entire education
system, from the boardroom to the classroom, should
be aligned to support the goals of the performance-
based system.

4. Be financially sustainable. It is important to factor in
both the one-time costs of implementation, as well
as the recurring costs of the system over time. 

5. Build a broad base of support within the district
and community. The pay for performance system
must make sense to parents, teachers, and
community members. Teachers must understand
what the scores mean, and how they can use the data
available to them to improve their performance.

6. Benefit students. The ultimate aim of the performance
compensation system must help teachers be more
effective for the students they teach.7

Ann Best, chief human resource officer of the Houston
Independent School District (HISD), described the
struggles her district faced in its first iteration of pay for
performance because of insufficient buy-in from
teachers and an evaluation model that lacked statistical
validity. Since that time, the district’s ASPIRE

(Accelerating Student Progress. Increasing Results &
Expectations) program has been refined significantly
and now includes value-added analysis to examine a
student’s academic growth over time.8 Reports are
generated at the district, school, and classroom level 
to assess teachers’ and schools’ impact on student
learning. The district also provides professional
development to help teachers understand how to use
these value-added reports to inform instruction. 
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TAKE-AWAY #2:  
Transforming low-performing schools requires system-wide alignment around clear goals.

The United States will not be able to develop a
globally competitive workforce without taking urgent
steps to address the significant achievement gaps that
exist between students and to turn around the
country’s lowest-performing schools. Despite some
improvement in scores on the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) since 2009, fewer than
one in four African-American, Latino, and low-income
children scored at the proficient level on the fourth
grade NAEP tests in math and reading.9 These lagging
results come with a price. A 2009 report from McKinsey
& Company estimated that the achievement gap
between low- and high-income students costs the
United States between $400 and $670 billion each
year.10 Deborah Jewell-Sherman, a senior lecturer on
education at the Harvard Graduate School of
Education noted, “The country has a crisis in
educational preparedness, educational expectations,
and educational opportunities.”

Marginal change will not bring about the system-wide
transformation that is needed to raise all students to
high achievement levels, suggested Bill Guenther,
president and founder of Mass Insight Education.
Guenther explained most interventions in low-
performing schools are implemented as one-time
efforts, and suggested that states seek and support
“proof points” of success that can be scaled up.
Speakers emphasized the importance of local control
that must be earned. Christopher Cross, a partner at
Cross & Joftus, noted that it is important not to
assume that all districts will have the financial and
human resource capacity to enact school turnaround
efforts on their own. 

LEARNING FROM EFFORTS TO TRANSFORM
STRUGGLING SCHOOLS

In Maryland, Dr. Jerry Weast led Montgomery County
Schools (MCPS) to achieve dramatic turnaround
results. For three consecutive years, the district
attained the highest graduation rate among the
nation’s 50 largest school systems. Weast attributed
the district’s success to clear expectations, strategic
use of data, and a culture focused on college
readiness. The district established seven key academic
targets from kindergarten through twelfth grade that
students would need to meet to graduate ready for
college. Leaders identified an area in the district with
a high concentration of low-performing, high-poverty
schools. Schools in this “red zone” received extra
resources and programs, like all-day kindergarten,
extended learning opportunities, and supplemental
training for teachers. The district also expanded access
to Advanced Placement (AP) tests. In 2010, 44 percent
of the district’s graduates took at least one AP exam,
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and half of the district’s graduates earned a college-
ready score on at least one AP exam — nearly triple
the national average.11

In Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools (CMS), the Strategic
Staffing Initiative placed strong principals in some of
the district’s lowest-performing schools. According to
Ann Blakeney Clark, the chief academic officer of
CMS, a key component of the initiative was allowing
principals the flexibility to bring as many as five
teachers with them to help transform the school.

These teams of educators played a critical role in
changing school culture, a vital aspect of the district’s
turnaround strategy.

In the post-Katrina landscape of New Orleans,
innovative models have emerged to help struggling
students achieve a high level of performance. Neerav
Kingsland, the chief strategy officer of New Schools for
New Orleans, explained that approximately 80
percent of students in New Orleans attend charter
schools. Before Hurricane Katrina, roughly 62 percent
of students attended failing schools; today, that
number is down to 17 percent. New Schools for New
Orleans has a successful “incubation” program to help
recruit, develop, and support charter school founders.

Through this initiative, the organization has helped to
found the highest-performing high school and
elementary school in the city’s Recovery School
District.12 Kingsland suggested that the transformation
in New Orleans has been due to three factors: 

1. High expectations for charter schools. New
Schools for New Orleans sets a high bar for charter
school performance and will close schools that
don’t meet expectations for student achievement. 

2. Well-prepared and effective human capital. When
power is devolved to the school level, it is
especially critical to have the most effective
teachers and principals in place.

3. Being deliberate about how charters form. New
Schools for New Orleans is working to replicate the
success of its highest-performing charter schools
through growing high-quality charter management
operators. 



Postsecondary education is critical to ensure a
competitive workforce and a strong future economy.
According to recent estimates, nearly 60 percent of
the jobs in North Carolina, and across the country as
a whole, will require some postsecondary education
by 2018.13 However, the United States is falling behind
the world in postsecondary attainment and is far from
meeting this demand. Dewayne Matthews, vice
president for policy and strategy at the Lumina
Foundation, explained that the United States has
fallen to 14th in the percentage of young adults with a
two- or four-year college degree. 

Most students believe that graduation from high
school is a signal that they are prepared for work
or postsecondary education. Yet, many students
discover during their first year in a community college
or university that they are not prepared for credit-
bearing coursework. In fact, a recent study by ACT
found that only one-third of North Carolina students
who took the ACT were college-ready.14

Underprepared students often must take one or more
remedial or developmental courses in English,
reading, or math. According to the NC Community
College System (NCCCS), in 2010, nearly two-thirds
(58 percent) of first-time, credential-seeking NCCCS
students were enrolled in at least one developmental
course in their first year.15 Based on system-wide data
from The University of North Carolina (UNC), nine
percent of first-year students who entered a UNC
institution in the fall of 2008 took at least one
remedial course in their first semester; this rate varies
by campus.16 UNC President Tom Ross shared that last
year, the university system spent more than $1 million
on remedial courses. 

These remedial courses are not only costly, but they
also slow individuals on their progress towards a
degree or certificate. Research from the National
Center on Education Statistics shows that students
pursuing a certificate, associate’s, or bachelor’s degree,
who took remedial or developmental courses, were
significantly less likely to complete their credential or
degree than students who did not need remedial
courses.

Strategies to reduce the need for remediation in
postsecondary education require timely data on
student progress toward college readiness while they
are still in high school. Dr. Charles Reed, chancellor
of the California State University system, described
the California Early Assessment Program (EAP) which
was developed in partnership between California
State University (CSU), the California Department of
Education, and the California State Board of Education.
The EAP is an optional assessment for eleventh-grade
students; it gauges students’ readiness for college-level
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Ensure students are fully prepared for postsecondary coursework.



English and mathematics. Students who score at the
college-ready level are exempt from taking remedial
coursework at CSU or the community colleges.
Students who do not score at a college-ready level on
the EAP test items may enroll in special courses jointly
designed by teachers from high schools and the
university to improve their reading, writing, and/or
math skills during their senior year.

Efforts are currently underway in North Carolina to
improve students’ preparation for, and access to,
postsecondary coursework. North Carolina’s newly
adopted Essential Standards establish clear expectations
for college and work readiness and build grade-by-
grade to that goal. The development of new diagnostic
assessments based on the standards will help teachers
to gauge student progress towards these goals. Dr.
June Atkinson, the North Carolina Superintendent of
Public Instruction, shared that NC DPI will administer
the PLAN, a “pre-ACT” college readiness assessment,
to all tenth-graders and the ACT to all eleventh-graders
free of charge in the 2011-2012 school year. The results
from these assessments will be used to develop
transitional courses that will strengthen students’ skills
before they graduate from high school.

One strategy to improve postsecondary degree
attainment is giving high school students an
opportunity to begin accruing credit toward a degree
or credential. The NC Career and College Promise
program, established by Governor Bev Perdue,
provides high school students with the opportunity to
earn community college credits on a college-prep or
career-tech pathway tuition-free while they are still in
high school. North Carolina’s early colleges are
incorporated into the Promise program, and North
Carolina Community College System (NCCCS)
President Dr. Scott Ralls emphasized that the early
colleges have been a success for the community
colleges as well as their K-12 partners. He noted that
the early colleges have influenced innovations in how
courses are aligned between K-12 and the NCCCS.
National analyses found that 75 percent of early
college high school graduates earned some college
credit, and an additional 10 percent earned enough
credits for an associate’s degree.17 
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Strong literacy and language skills are the foundation
of learning and are critical for students’ future
achievement and productivity. A recent study by the
Annie E. Casey Foundation found that students who
do not read proficiently by the end of third grade are
four times more likely to fail to complete high school
than proficient readers. Three-fifths of students, who
fail to graduate on time, or eventually drop out,
exhibited difficulty reading by the third grade.18

According to the 2011 National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP), 66 percent of North
Carolina’s fourth-grade students scored below the
proficient level in reading.19

Literacy is not an issue that
is isolated within the
early grades. In 2011, 69
percent of eighth-grade
students in North Carolina
scored below the proficient
level in reading on the
NAEP. This percentage has
remained relatively constant
since 1998.20 To improve
students’ reading ability in
both the early grades and in

adolescence, states need a comprehensive approach
that extends across grade levels. Successful efforts will
include several key elements.

BEGIN AT THE EARLIEST AGES

Dr. Dorothy Strickland, professor emeritus at Rutgers
University, explained that interactions with young
children — both at home and in the early care
environment — affect their long-term literacy
development. Children from low-income homes face

a particular challenge in developing strong literacy
skills. According to research, low-income children
typically hear 30 million fewer words by the age of three
than children from middle- and high-income families.
By the time low-income students reach first grade, they
have vocabularies half the size of their middle- and
high-income peers. 

DON’T RELY SOLELY ON RETENTION POLICIES

While research does not support social promotion as
an effective practice, neither does it find that retention
has lasting effects on student achievement.21 Dr. Treana
Bowling, literacy project director of the SERVE Center
at UNC-Greensboro, quoted research that indicates
student retention alone will not improve students’
academic deficits, especially when students are held
back only to receive the same instruction.22 The
Instructional Improvement System (IIS) now being
developed by NC DPI is one tool that will equip
teachers in North Carolina to better understand and
target support where students are struggling. The IIS
will give teachers up-to-date data on student
performance and will help teachers to diagnose what
kind of instruction will best help the student improve.

Orange County Schools are using a “response to
intervention” approach to improve students’ literacy
skills. Beginning in 2009-2010 school year, the district
implemented the Whole-to-Part reading intervention
system for students in grades three and higher.
Through the program, teachers assess students in three
areas — word identification, listening comprehension,
and silent reading. Specific, proven interventions are
then provided to students based on their identified
needs. In addition, every elementary and middle
school has a literacy coach who works directly with

TAKE-AWAY #4:  
Strategies to improve student literacy begin at the earliest ages and take a comprehensive approach.
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classroom teachers to implement best practices in
literacy instruction. The district has already seen an
improvement in third-grade proficiency rates — from
63 percent proficient in 2009-2010 to 75 percent
proficient the following year. 

PREPARE ADOLESCENT STUDENTS FOR THE
READING THEY WILL DO IN COLLEGE AND THE
WORKFORCE

The Carnegie Corporation of New York has done
extensive research on the needs of adolescent readers.
Its seminal report, A Time to Act: An Agenda for
Advancing Adolescent Literacy for College and Career
Success, points out that the literacy demands of
students change as they enter the upper grades. The
material students read becomes longer at the same
time that reading and writing demands begin to vary
across the content areas.24 Andrés Henríquez, a
program officer at the Carnegie Corporation, argued
that literacy instruction in these upper levels must fully
prepare students to decipher and comprehend the
type of complex texts they will encounter in the
workforce or postsecondary education. Students in
middle school and high school must continue to
develop their literacy skills so that they are prepared for
demands of the workforce and postsecondary
education. 

In the face of increasing literacy demands in the upper
grades, the data confirm that many middle and high

school students struggle. In 2011, only 29 percent of
eighth-graders in North Carolina scored at or above
the proficient level in reading on the NAEP. This
percentage has remained relatively constant since
1998.25 Yet as Lucille Davy, former New Jersey
Commissioner of Education explained, researchers
have found that the texts students are asked to read
in grades K-12 have in fact decreased in difficulty over
the last five decades.26 What is more, middle and high
school courses do not emphasize the information-rich
texts young people will encounter in college or the
workplace, such as textbooks, manuals, and articles.27

North Carolina’s new Essential Standards for English
Language Arts address the need to strengthen
students’ literacy skills by introducing texts of
increasing difficulty through the grades, as well as texts
that better reflect college and career expectations.
These Essential Standards are specific about the skills
and types of texts that need to be mastered at each
grade level.28 The Commonwealth of Kentucky is in
the process of training its teachers on its new Kentucky
Core Academic Standards, which are in common with
North Carolina’s new English Language Arts standards.
These standards include a strong emphasis on
building communications skills. Cindy Parker, a literacy
coordinator at the Kentucky Department of
Education, shared that giving students the opportunity
to engage, speak, and present are important
components to improving their literacy skills.  

FLORIDA’S LITERACY STRATEGY

Weeks after the North Carolina Legislators Retreat, legislators asked Patricia Levesque, the executive director
of the Foundation for Florida’s Future and the Foundation for Excellence in Education, to speak to the House
Education Reform Committee about her state’s third-grade promotion policy and the interventions provided
to retained students. In 2002, Florida adopted a third-grade promotion policy that requires students testing
at the lowest level on the state’s third-grade reading test to be retained. Retained students are placed into
the classroom of a high-performing teacher; participate in a summer reading camp; and receive 90 minutes
of focused reading instruction each day. Since the policy has been put into effect, the state has seen the
proportion of third-graders testing at the lowest level drop from 23 percent in 2002-2003 to 16 percent in
2010-2011.23
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STRENGTHEN TEACHER TRAINING AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN LITERACY
INSTRUCTION

Teachers play a key role in building student literacy.
Before they enter the classroom, prospective teachers
need training on how to identify specific struggles that
individual students have in learning to read, and how to
select appropriate instructional strategies to overcome
those challenges. Literacy specialist MaryEllen Caesar
shared that in Massachusetts, teacher candidates for
preschool through sixth grade are required to pass a
Foundations of Reading test in order to obtain licensure.
The exam is designed to assess prospective teachers’
knowledge of reading instruction and their ability to
utilize alternative strategies when the initial instruction
doesn’t succeed.  

For teachers already in the classroom, Massachusetts
provides a two-week summer Teacher Reading
Academy, a professional development program that
helps teachers and principals to build a better
understanding of literacy development and reading
instruction. Reeda Betts, an education administrator
with the Alabama Department of Education, added
that the successful Alabama Reading Initiative (ARI)
supports more than 900 reading coaches who work
with teachers and principals across the state. Betts
attributes Alabama’s recent gains on the NAEP for
fourth-grade students to the extensive professional
development offered through the ARI.

CONCLUSION
The discussions at the 9th Annual North Carolina Legislators Retreat were intended to launch an ongoing conversation
among state leaders regarding strategies to ensure that the K-12 education system is the strongest it can be — a
system that gives all students the knowledge and skills they need to be successful in their chosen paths. North
Carolina has a challenge ahead as schools work to prepare students for the demanding careers of the future. Thanks
to the commitment of state leaders, North Carolina is moving forward to strengthen the quality of education for all
of the state’s children, from early childhood to postsecondary completion.
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